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 MaTErIaLS OF cONFErENcES 
But representatives of new rhythm and blues school also 
deserve attention: Beyonce, Bruno Mars, akon, chris 
Brown and many others. While rap performers easily take 
first places in many charts. It is primarily a question of 
Jay-Z, Eminem, Kanye West, 50 cent, Drake, Lil Wayne. 
Sales of their albums are estimated at least by hundreds 
of thousands, that is a real figure for information society.

rock lost its ground a little, probably due to its 
flirtation with a different mix of trends and directions, 
plus the growing popularity of indie rock and rap that 
pushes this ancient genre to the wayside. However, we 
have an opportunity to observe the climbing scene of «The 
Killers», «The White Stripes», «Nickelback», «Linkin 
park», «Good charlotte», «Fall Out Boy», «Kings Of 
Leon» and other brilliant groups.
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culture of Italy is primarily a large number of artists 
and their paintings. There is high concentration of 
different cultural values in this country. World famous 
writers from Ovid, Virgil, Libya, Horak and cicero and 
ending with petrarch and Dante, Vasari, Mirondalo, 
Ficino and Bokach – all were Italians and were born in 
this blessed land. Modern Italian literature appeared in the 
13th century and was evolved from the Latin heritage.

a country’s culture is reflected in everything: big 
buildings and houses of various shapes and sizes with 
huge columns and arches lined up in rows along the 
colorful streets. Stairs and decorative windows in homes 
and numerous fountains made in different styles are 
complements to the landscape of the city.

Football in this country is not just love. It is a real 
passion almost for all the inhabitants of Italy. In this 
country, scarcely every major city has a local football 
team, and the best known and most experienced players 
are equated to «national heroes». On weekends, many 
football bans are crammed to overflowing.

Italian fashion is known to every person in the world. 
The average citizen of Italy believes that the subject of 
personal pride is to wear every day clothes from famous 
designers such as Valentino, Gucci, Versace, ungaro and 
armani – Italian Fashion couturier, whose things, shoes 
and accessories are filled with many boutiques from 
rome to Milan.

The streets are filled with people wearing the most 
unusual clothing styles, starting with the products of 
famous designers of world renown and finishing with 
bright costumes and ethnic diversity. In restaurants and 
bars you can meet people in evening dress and visitors in 
leather «black leather jackets» and in torn jeans. 

culture of Italy strongly influences the world culture. 
Modern cinema would not be the same without well-
known Italian actors and directors. 
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New Zealand – a state in the southwestern pacific 
Ocean, in polynesia, located on two large islands and 
a large number of smaller surrounding islands.

Ministry of culture and heritage of New Zealand 
manages the activities of state bodies in the sphere of culture.

British culture and cultural traditions of many 
countries of Western Europe, whose inhabitants moved to 
New Zealand, has a serious impact on the cultural life of 
this country. particular attention is paid to the preservation 
of New Zealand Maori indigenous culture. about 
50 years ago, Maori language has almost disappeared 
from everyday use. For its saving and rebirth newspapers 
are published in the Maori, new television channel 
broadcasting exclusively in that language was opened. 
English is the lingua franca of business and everyday 
communication. Maori – the second official language of 
New Zealand. It is recognized by parliament and courts, 
and its value continues to increase.

Despite the geographical distance of New Zealand, its 
residents have access to a variety of cultural activities and 
cultural events. Theater, cinema, literature and visual arts 
attract a large number of fans and participants.

contemporary New Zealand film industry is actively 
developing – there are new films on the screen shot with 
the participation of local filmmakers.

Film director and screenwriter Jane Kempion, film 
director peter Jackson, actor russell crowe, craig parker, 
Lucy Lawless and Sam Neill are the most successful 
members of the film industry in New Zealand. and the 
most famous paintings are the trilogy films «The Lord 
of the rings», «The chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, 
the Witch and the Wardrobe», «The Last Samurai» and 
«Xena – Warrior princess».
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australia is young and old country at the same time, 
therefore the culture and traditions of this country-
continent consist of three absolutely various components.

according to seniority, the first main part is the 
ancient culture of natives who appeared at the australian 
continent more than 70 thousand years ago. and though 
they had considerably smaller impact on culture of 
modern australia, than, for example, Maori on culture of 
New Zealand, bases of the Green continent culture belong 
to australian natives. 

The second whale on whom australian traditions and 
culture stand is close connection with Great Britain. The 
British immigrants, moving to the other end of the world, 
transferred the habits and customs with themselves. 
australia owes much to the general British school having 
the artists among whom Thomas roberts and artur Striton 
became the real classics, the architects – William uordell 
and Edmund Bleket who revived the interest to a gothic 
style on the australian continent, and writers (Thomas 
Keneali, peter Karey). 

and, at last, the third component which already has 
the dominating value comprises the customs and culture 
which arose actually on the australian soil and in the 
country of australia. australia is glorified by well-known 
actors, such as Nichole Kidman, russell crowe and Mal 
Gibson. australia became the homeland of pop idols 
of 20 and 21 centuries, such as ageless Kylie Minogue 
and INXS and ac/Dc groups. There are also its own 
traditions connected both with short australian history, 
and with ancient customs of natives [1]. 
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